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Resumen
Hay muhos programas que permiten planear, elegir, estudiar y analizar las
diferentes trayetorias de un robot. Estos paquetes software proveen herramientas
para alular trayetorias, detetar olisiones y muhas otras osas, pero areen
de un motor de físia en 3D.
El objetivo de este trabajo es presentar Odin: una herramienta software
modular, multi plataforma y de ódigo abierto, que se pueda añadir a esos pa-
quetes software.
Este proyeto provee un simulador de dinámia de uerpo rígido que trabaja en
paralelo on un detetor de olisiones.
El motor de físia en 3D ha sido desarrollado utilizando profundizadamente
la libreria Open Dynamis Engine, software libre y de ódigo abierto esrito en
C/C++.Odin le da al usuario la posibilidad de onstruir, en un mundo virtual, un
robot, meterlo en un entorno, moverlo, apliar fuerzas, gravedad y observar omo
este interatúa on los obstaulos. Está estruturado en tres partes independientes
y debilmente aopladas: el mundo virtual, la interfaz de usuario y el visualizador.
La omuniaión entre los módulos se onsigue graias a mensajes y serviios
interambiados en un entorno Robot Operating System, de tal manera que, en un
futuro proximo, los usuarios puedan deshaerse de los módulos que no neesitan
y reemplazarlos on soluiones mejores. Tan solo neesitarán agregar poas líneas
de ódigo que implementen la omuniaión.
En las onlusiones se enseñaran algunos ejemplos de simulaiones.
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Abstrat
There are several programs that allow to plan, hoose, study and analyze the
dierent paths for a robot. These software pakages provide tools to alulate a
path, make ollision detetion and several other tools. But many of them lak a
3D physis engine.
The purpose of this work is to present Odin: a modular, multi-platform, open
soure oded additional software tool for those motion planning software pakages.
This projet provides a rigid body dynamis simulator that works in parallel with
a ollision detetion engine.
The 3D physis ore was developed making extensive use of the Open Dynam-
is Engine library, an open soure and free software physis engine developed in
C/C++. Odin provides the user a way to build a virtual instane of a robot in a
sene, move it around, apply fores, gravity, and see it interat with the obstales.
It is strutured in three individually designed independent parts, loosely oupled
at runtime: the virtual world, the user interfae and the viewer.
Communiation between them is ahieved through messages and servie alls in
a Robot Operating System environment. This has been done to allow future users
to easily dispose of any part of this projet and replae it with their own solu-
tions (for the user interfae or the viewer), just by adding some ommuniation
features to their ode.
A few simulation examples will be shown in the onlusions.
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Glossary
• API - Appliation Programming Interfae
A speiation ontaining a set of routines, protools, and tools for building
software appliations [1℄.
• BSD Lienses - Berkeley Software Distribution Lienses
A family of permissive free software lienses.
• CFM - Constraint Fore Mixing
An ODE parameter that allows to soften onstraints in a simulation.
• DOF - Degree of Freedom
Is the number of independent parameters that dene a onguration of a
system.
• DOM - Doument Objet Model
A ross-platform and language-independent onvention for representing and
interating with objets in HTML, XHTML and XML douments [2℄ in a
tree struture.
• ERP - Error Redution Parameter
An ODE parameter that denes whih portion of joint errors will be xed
in a time step [3℄.
• FPS - Frames Per Seond
A Hertz equivalent frequeny unit: 1fps = 1Hz.
• GUI - Graphial User Interfae
A type of user interfae that allows users to interat with eletroni devies
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using images rather than text ommands.
• LGPL - Lesser General Publi Liense
A free software liense published by the Free Software Foundation (FSF),
ompromising between the strong-opyleft GNU GPL and permissive li-
enses suh as the BSD lienses.
• ODE - Open Dynamis Engine
An open soure, high performane library for simulating rigid body dynam-
is written in C/C++ [4℄.
• OpenGL - Open Graphis Library
A ross-language, multi-platform API for rendering 2D and 3D omputer
graphis [5℄.
• PQP - Proximity Query Pakage
A library for performing proximity queries on a pair of geometri models
omposed of triangles [6℄.
• ROS - Robot Operating System
An open-soure, meta-operating system that provides the message-passing
between proesses, and pakage management [7℄.
• RPC - Remote Proedure Call
An inter-proess ommuniation that allows a omputer program to ause
a subroutine or proedure to exeute in another address spae, also alled
Remote Method Invoation [8℄.
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Prefae
This projet was born within the sope of the Kautham Projet, a robot simulation
toolkit for motion planning and teleoperation guiding software pakage developed
in the Institute of Industrial and Control Engineering (IOC), at the Universitat
Politènia de Catalunya (UPC).
As dened in [9℄, the Kautham Projet is a simulation tool oneived both as an
aid for the development of robot motion planners and as aid for the teleoperation
of robots using hapti devies. It provides the user with an easy way to model and
visualize the problem, with ollision-detetion and sampling apabilities, basi
planners and ommuniation modules, among others.
The Odin projet was indeed born as a feature to be integrated in the next
Kautham Projet 's release. This has inuened the hoie of some of the tools
used to reate this projet, C++ as the programming language to begin with,
CMake as the make system, Coin3D as the graphi library, et.
One of the most evident inuenes an be seen in the user interfae: sine Kautham
already has a working Graphial User Interfae, Odin's one is going to be the
rst thing to be dismantled and inorporated. That explains why it an open
Kautham's strutured problem les, and why it might not be as sophistiated as
the other parts.
There is another inuene in the ollision detetion system. In fat, Kautham
already provided a PQP -based ollision detetion engine. Thus, in order to make
the pakage lighter and simpler, Odin has been developed to provide also the
same kind of ollision detetion provided by PQP.
But the main interest in Odin is the other type of ollision handling: the one
that's integrated with the rigid body dynamis simulator and a 3D physis engine.
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Introdution
The purpose of this doument is to desribe the Odin projet, by showing its
struture and its main features.
The rst hapter will expound the motivations behind this projet, the ideas
that inspired it and the requirements to be met.
The seond hapter will give an overview of the software involved, with enough
detail to explain why it is important and whih limitations it brings.
Odin is a modular, standalone software pakage omposed by three indepen-
dent modules ommuniating over a peer-to-peer network. These modules are
the graphial user interfae, the viewer and the virtual world. Eah module is
omposed of two major lasses: a ore and a ROS layer. The ore inludes the
module's spei ativities, performs alulations and proesses data. The ROS
layer works as a portal to aess the ore, and deals with ommuniation, exter-
nalization of results and performs a rst level of inoming data proessing.
The third hapter will desribe Odin's ROS network and will give an idea on the
software general maro struture. But from the third hapter on, the software
struture will be explained in detail.
The rst module analyzed is the most important and irreplaeable: the Virtual
World module. A hapter will be dediated to the ROS layer, and the subsequent
will over the ore. One hapter will be dediated to the Viewer, simpler but even
so triky. Two hapters will over the GUI module, the last also hronologially
speaking.
The nal hapters will over ost and environmental analysis, an analysis on re-
sults obtained, and a setion on future work.
Sine this is a software projet, an extensive Doxygen HTML doumentation is
granted in the attahed ompat disk.
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Chapter 1
Purpose
Most of motion planning software pakages are based on probabilisti path plan-
ning, random tree exploration, ollision detetion and other tehniques.
The aim of this work is to reate an additional tool for these pakages: a rigid
body dynamis simulator that works in parallel with a ollision detetion engine.
But in order to be attahed and integrated to any software kit, the projet has
to be modular, multi-platform and open soure oded.
On the other hand it has to be a stand-alone program to be distributed. Yet its
parts have to be detahable, so that users an just dispose of what isn't needed
and replae it with their own solutions.
Therefore the projet is strutured in three individually designed independent
parts, loosely oupled at runtime: the virtual world, the user interfae and the
viewer. This distributed framework of proesses ommuniates through messages
and servie alls in a Robot Operating System environment, so that future users
an easily replae any part at any time by just integrating their ode with om-
muniation features, that is just by adding a few lines of ode.
The projet has been thought to be used as a testing tool to validate a movement
path in a virtual environment, but as well to help alulate new paths, by inte-
grating its apabilities to a random tree exploration algorithm that studies the
evolution of an element olliding with the environment.
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1.1 Struture
Figure 1.1: The ow of information in Odin.
At runtime, the program works in a peer-to-peer network, omprising three
nodes: the GUI, the Virtual World and the Viewer. The user interats with the
GUI, dening every detail of the situation to be simulated, like objets, on-
straints, kind of ollision handling and other parameters. The GUI transforms
this information into messages and servie alls and sends it to the Virtual World
node. This node reates the sene and atually runs the simulation. It attends
any all from the GUI and periodially publishes the simulation results into topi
nodes. At the same time, whenever an objet is reated or removed, the Virtual
World node alls the Viewer for the reation or removal of the objet in the
viewer's sene.
The Viewer will pop up a window ontaining a 3D visualizer and build a sene
aording to the information oming from the Virtual World. This node sub-
sribes to the simulation results topis to get information about the situation of
the world. This information is used to maintain the viewer's sene up to date by
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updating objet transformation data and ollision data when required.
A oneptual diagram is shown in gure 1.1.
1.2 Requirements
The requirements to be met were dened thinking about what would be useful
for the Kautham Projet, but at the same time having a standalone, independent,
modular projet. Hene the program must be apable of:
• Simulating physis in senes and problems built by the Kautham Projet,
with the possibility of moving the robots around and see how they interat
with the rest of the world.
• Deteting ollisions among objets, identify them and, optionally, quantify
the inter-penetration.
• Integrating ollision detetion in the physis engine and dealing with olli-
sions in a realisti way.
• Externalizing all information about the simulation at a user dened variable
rate.
• Simulating at dierent speeds and preisions.
• Communiating with other modules through a ROS network.
• Reproduing the sene in a viewer, updating the image at 25fps.
• Allowing high level user interation, letting the user the possibility of:
 Building objets, joints and motors.
 Applying fores and torques to objets and joints.
 Setting and ontrolling motors.
 Setting objet position, orientation and veloity.
 Loading a sene from a XML le.
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 Loading and exeuting a path for the robots, dened either in position
or in veloity.
Modularity is a very strong requirement. It means omplete independene, ex-
ibility, separability and replaeability of the three parts (user interation, alu-
lation and visualization).
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Chapter 2
Bakground Software
This is an introdution to the software pakages used in this projet. Only an
overview will be given on eah tool, and more in-depth eluidations will be given
further on.
2.1 Robot Operating System
Robot Operating System (ROS, logo in gure 2.1) is a software framework for
robot software development, providing operating system-like servies, inluding
message-passing between proesses and pakage management. It is based on a
graph arhiteture where proessing takes plae in nodes that may reeive, post
and multiplex messages. The library is geared toward a Unix -like system (Ubuntu
Linux is listed as supported while other variants suh as Fedora and Ma OS
X are onsidered experimental) [10℄. This has prompted the author to immedi-
ately start developing under an Ubuntu distribution. The ROS runtime graph
is a peer-to-peer network of proesses, alled nodes, loosely oupled at runtime
through a ommuniation infrastruture.
Figure 2.1: The Robot Operating System logo [10℄.
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ROS ommuniation between Nodes is based on the Message: a data struture
omprising typed elds. The Message an be used in two dierent styles of om-
muniation: synhronous RPC -style ommuniation and asynhronous streaming
of data.
The rst one is a request/reply interation, and is done via a Servie, whih de-
ned by a pair of Messages: one for the request and one for the reply.
The seond one is a publish/subsribe ommuniation style, whih deouples the
prodution of information from its onsumption. The data streams from the pub-
lisher Node to a Topi, a bus that buers up the Messages. Other Nodes an then
subsribe to that Topi and read the Messages.
ROS pakage management features were utilized to organize the projet in ve
pakages:
• Messages, ontaining all message templates.
• Servies, ontaining all the servies' message templates.
• VirtualWorld, ontaining the 3D physis simulator.
• Viewer, ontaining the viewer.
• GUI, ontaining the graphial user interfae.
Eah pakage inludes a le named Manifest, that ontains information about
ompilation speiations. This pakages are organized into a Stak, alled Odin
(whih also ontains its Manifest), to improve ode sharing of Messages and
Servies, and to simplify ode distribution [7℄. ROS is released under the terms
of the BSD liense, and is open soure software. Although the last distribution
Fuerte Turtle was released in April 2012, the one used is the previous, released
in August 2011: Eletri Emys[11℄.
2.2 Open Dynamis Engine
The Open Dynamis Engine (ODE ) is an open soure, high performane physis
engine. It is omposed of a rigid body dynamis simulation engine integrated with
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Figure 2.2: The Open Dynamis Engine logo [3℄.
a ollision detetion engine, and it is also a popular hoie for many omputer
games and 3D simulation tools [4℄.
Another option ould have been Bullet, a more reent open soure 3D physis en-
gine, and despite that it looks more powerful and feature-rih than ODE, it was
disarded beause its fast growing and short age meant a rawer and less extensive
doumentation. A poorly doumented but powerful software might be a reason-
able hoie for a skilled professional, but would make a poor hoie for researh
purposes. An important fat that helped deide among the libraries is that Open
Dynamis Engine is the library of hoie for other existing robotis simulation
software pakages like OpenRave of OMPL (in OMPL it is only supported, not
integrated).
ODE is free software, liensed under the LGPL.
2.3 The Kautham Projet
The Kautham Projet is a simulation tool developed at the Institute of Industrial
and Control Engineering (IOC), Universitat Politènia de Catalunya (UPC). It
is oneived both as an aid for the development of robot motion planners and as
aid for the teleoperation of robots using hapti devies [9℄. It provides the user
with an easy way to model and visualize the problem, with ollision-detetion and
sampling apabilities, basi planners and ommuniation modules, among others.
It has been implemented as an open-soure projet following the diretives given
in [12℄. Its aim is to be a researh and teahing tool, oneived to be a half way
between the need to program everything from srath and the use of abstrat
middleware available in the Internet.
Sine the beginning of Kautham Projet, muh importane has been given to
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modularity. A next step will be a omplete modularization of its omponents,
integrating ROS as a ommuniation devie.
Besides, many software hoies are due to the pakages used in the Kautham
Projet, like CMake, Coin3D, Qt, PugiXML, PQP.
2.4 CMake
Figure 2.3: CMake logo [13℄
CMake is an open-soure system that manages the build proess in an operat-
ing system and in a ompiler-independent manner. Nevertheless it is designed to
be used in onjuntion with the native build environment: being it Make, Apple's
Xode, Mirosoft Visual Studio or others [13℄.
The build proess is ontrolled by reating one or more onguration les plaed
in eah diretory, alled CMakeLists.txt. They ontain simple ommands that are
used to generate standard build les (e.g. Makeles on Unix ) whih are used in
the usual way.
This way CMake generates a native build environment that ompiles soure ode,
reates libraries, generates wrappers and builds exeutables in arbitrary ombi-
nations. It is designed to support omplex diretory hierarhies and appliations
dependent on several libraries, that's why integrates perfetly with ROS pakages
and staks le organization [10℄.
CMake is integrated by default in the ROS build system, but was already Kau-
tham Projet 's build system of hoie beause of its ross-platform features.
2.5 Coin3D
Coin3D is a C++ objet oriented 3D graphis API used to provide a higher
layer of programming for OpenGL. It is developed by the Norwegian ompany
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Figure 2.4: Kongsberg's Coin3D logo [14℄
Kongsberg Oil & Gas Tehnologies as lone the 3D API Open Inventor [15℄.
It works by retaining a omplete model of the objet to be rendered in a tree
struture alled sene graph [14℄. The sene an be built at runtime but it is
usually built from a le. The le ontains data in a tree struture in the VRML
format, that will be introdued later.
Coin3D is distributed with both proprietary and GPL liense.
2.6 XML and PugiXML
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language that denes a set
of rules for enoding douments in a format that is both human-readable and
mahine-readable [16℄. It has been used sine the Kautham Projet to reate
the problem desription les. This les desribe a sene with a robot and some
obstales, addressing to VRML les for shape and appearane desriptions of the
single parts and objets.
PugiXML is a library for fast, onvenient and memory-eient proessing of
XML les. It onsists of a non-validating XML parser whih onstruts a Dou-
ment Objet Model (DOM ) tree and enables traversing and modiation [17℄. It
is used for parsing and proessing problem les.
PugiXML is distributed under the MIT liense.
2.7 VRML and Qooliv
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) is a standard text le format (with
the *.wrl extension) for representing 3-dimensional interative vetor graphis.
In this les it is possible to speify vertexes and edges for a 3D polygon along
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with the surfae olor, shininess and so on [18℄. They are used in this projet to
desribe shape and olor of some objets.
Both languages are open standards.
Qooliv, whose name is a portmanteau of ool and inventor, is a VRML-le
reader and viewer based on Coin3D 's SoQtExaminerViewer. It has been devel-
oped in the IOC and has been inspiration and a starting point for Odin's viewer.
2.8 Qt
Figure 2.5: Qt logo [19℄
Qt is a ross-platform appliation framework that is widely used for develop-
ing appliation software with a graphial user interfae (GUI ). It uses standard
C++ but makes extensive use of a speial ode generator (alled the Meta Objet
Compiler or simply mo) together with several maros to enrih the language
[20℄.
Qt has its own integrated development environment that helps with maros and
and makes the developer work as if the speial ode had already been generated
(although it is not generated until ompile time), but needs to be ompiled in a
ertain way. CMake omes in aid this time too, beause it all omes to a few lines
in the CMakeLists.txt to manage the mo and ompilation orretly. Qt is free
and open soure software, and is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser
General Publi Liense (among others)[19℄.
2.9 PQP
Proximity Query Pakage was not properly a software used in this projet, but
deserves mention beause it is the urrent ollision detetion library in the Kau-
tham Projet. This library performs three types of proximity queries:
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• Detets if two geometri models omposed of triangle overlap.
• Computes the minimum distane between two models.
• Determines whether two models are loser or farther than a tolerane dis-
tane.
This library does not make any kind of physis simulation, it just performs olli-
sion ulling and detetion. Therefore, Odin and PQP an either be put side-by-
side or integrated, substituting the less eient library with the more eient
one when it omes to tasks they both perform well, like ollision detetion.
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Chapter 3
The General Struture
3.1 The ROS Network and the Master node
Figure 3.1: Odin's ROS network.
At runtime, the program onsists of three modules ommuniating over a peer-
to-peer ROS network. The ROS network an be seen as a graph of nodes[10℄,
where eah node is a dierent proess that performs omputation and an om-
muniate with other nodes, as in gure 3.1. The Master node provides naming
and registration servies to the rest of the nodes in the ROS system, letting them
loate eah other before starting a peer-to-peer onnetion. Besides the Mas-
ter node, there are three major nodes: GUI_node (the graphial user interfae),
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Viewer_node (the viewer) and VirtualWorld_node (the virtual world). Eah one
registers to the Master on initialization.
Besides the Master, there is another node that is set up by default. It is the
RosOut, whih is the onsole log reporting mehanism in ROS [10℄.
3.2 Communiation paradigms
The ommuniation unit is the message. A message is a simple data struture
omprising typed elds, whih an ontain standard primitives, arrays of standard
primitives, other messages and even arrays of messages. Nodes an ommuniate
in two ways: through a Publisher/Subsriber semantis (gure 3.2) or through a
Request/Reply paradigm.
3.2.1 Publisher/Subsriber
Figure 3.2: Model of the Publisher/Subsriber paradigm in ROS.
A node sends out a message by publishing it to a given topi. A topi is a
named bus whih deouples the prodution of information from its onsumption,
and is intended for unidiretional, streaming ommuniation. The topi name is
used to identify the ontent of the message published in it. A node that wants to
have aess to the message loates the topi through the Master, and subsribes.
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Multiple nodes an publish and subsribe on a same topi, but they do not have
to be aware of eah other's existene.
Every node is onneted by default to the RosOut topi, where it publishes logging
messages.
3.2.2 Request/Reply
Figure 3.3: Model of the Server/Client paradigm in ROS.
Request/Reply interation is made through servies. A servie is dened by
a pair of messages: a request message and a response message. This interation
an take plae only after both nodes have registered to the Master : the node that
sends the request registers as a lient, the one that servies and replies is alled
server. While the server must register, the lient registration is optional. In fat,
in the Remote Proedure Call mehanism, the alling node does not register as
a lient, but simply sends the request and reeives the response. This mehanism
is omfortable for one time only alls, while for repetitive alls a lient is more
appropriate.
3.3 Communiations in Odin
As it an be seen in gure 1.1, the ow of information within Odin goes from the
GUI node to the VirtualWorld, and from the VirtualWorld node to the Viewer
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Figure 3.4: A more aurate omputation graph showing the nodes, the topis and
the servie alls in Odin.
node. In fat, the GUI node does not set up any publisher nor server, but just
lients. The Viewer, on the other hand, sets up servers and subsribers. In the
middle there is the VirtualWorld node, that sets up lients, servers and publishers.
A more aurate representation is shown in gure 3.4.
Another way to see the omputation graph is given by a ROS tool alledRxGraph,
that allows to visualize the graph at runtime as shown in gure 3.5. Beause
of their ephemeral nature, servies are not shown: RxGraph detets the servers
indeed, whih are permanent, but sine they are inside the nodes, they do not
appear in the graph representation.
Figure 3.5: Computation graph aught with RxGraph, showing the nodes and the
topis, inluding RosOut.
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3.3.1 GUI and VirtualWorld interation
The ommuniation between the GUI node and the VirtualWorld 's is Server/-
Client based. As shown in gure 3.6, a onspiuous number of servies is needed
to grant the user full ation on the simulation. The servies are:
Figure 3.6: Servies alled from the GUI and replied by VirtualWorld.
• New Sene: destroy the urrent sene and reate a new one.
• Set World: set general simulation parameters.
• Set Step: set step sizes.
• Step One: step the simulation one.
• Start: start/stop the simulation.
• Build Objet: reate a single objet.
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• Build Composite: reate a omposite objet, that is an objet made of simple
primitive geometries.
• Build Entity: build a set of objets with some ommon features.
• Remove Objet: destroy a single objet.
• Set Joint: reate a joint between two objets.
• Set Motor: add a motor to a joint or an objet.
• Set Position: set objet position.
• Set Veloity: set objet or motor veloity.
• Set External Fore: apply a fore or a torque on an objet.
• Set Joint Fore: apply a fore or a torque on a joint.
A deeper insight on the true meaning of these servies will be given when faing
the nodes themselves in the next hapters.
3.3.2 VirtualWorld and Viewer interation
The VirtualWorld node has to externalize all the information it produes, and
does it using both paradigms: Client/Server for the initialization of the sene
and the reation of new objets, and Publisher/Subsriber to update the sene
information and the system spatial layout (gure 3.7). Servies are used to reate
the sene and put objets in it, as well as removing them. The ones alled by the
VirtualWorld node and servied by the Viewer 's are:
• Viewer Remove Objet: remove an objet from the sene.
• View Objet: add a new objet to the sene.
• New Sene: reset the sene.
Subsriptions to the topis allow the Viewer to have updated information about
the state of the world, needed to render the sene properly.
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Figure 3.7: Information exhange between VirtualWorld and Viewer nodes.
• Collided (message: Collided): ontains a list of all objets that ollided sine
the last message was sent.
• World Update (message: SpaeDistribution): ontains position and orien-
tation of every objet in the sene. A Spae Distribution message is an
example of an array of messages, in this ase Situation messages, desribing
a single objet position and orientation.
3.4 Node Struture and Class Arhiteture
Every module in Odin is a dierent proess, a node, that both ommuniates and
omputes. To improve modularity, ode reuseability and portability, every module
has been divided in two main parts: a Portal lass dealing with ommuniations
and a Core lass dealing with spei node proessing omputations (gure 3.8).
The Core lass is instantiated as a member of the Portal lass. So, the Portal
grants aess and ommuniation to the ore. The Portal is in fat the ROS layer,
ontains all servers, publishers and subsribers and sets up the node on start up.
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Figure 3.8: Eah node is omposed by a Portal (ommuniation layer) and a Core
(omputation layer).
The Core is the omputation layer that deals with atual spei alulation for
the node, suh as dealing with les (gui), simulating (VirtualWorld) or rendering
(Viewer). It does not link to any ROS library, but rather links to other lasses
that help with its proess issues.
In the following hapters, every module will be analyzed extensively. For every
module, the rst part to be analyzed will be the Portal, then the Core and
eventually the other supplementary lasses. The next hapter starts with the
most ompliated and irreplaeable module: VirtualWorld.
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Chapter 4
The Virtual World Portal
Figure 4.1: First level of ollaboration diagram for VirtualWorld::Portal.
From the GUI point of view, the VirtualWorld node is a set of servers that
grant ontrol over the simulation. To the Viewer it is a lient that asks for the
reation of senes and objets, as well as a publisher to the simulation related
topis. It is the key module, and its three most important lasses are: Main, Por-
tal and Core.
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The rst lass produes the exeutable that initializes, runs and loses a Virtual-
World::Portal instane.
The Portal is the ROS layer that overs the Core lass, whih atually runs the
simulation. It instantiates the Core and sets up the VirtualWorld ROS node (g-
ure 4.1). But most of all, it manages and ontrols the simulating ore, by telling
it when, how, what and how muh it has to simulate.
As a matter of fat, the Portal lass has only three publi member funtions:
initialize, run and lose. Besides these three, every other member is private.
4.1 Initialization
The init funtion rst initializes ROS, the Core, sets up the servers and the
publishers and nally sets a default value to all those variables that an be dened
by the user, but are indispensable for the program to run, suh as the message
rate and the step sizes (gure 4.2). When initialization is over, the program enters
the running loop.
4.2 Servers
The servers over all those servies that allow (through the GUI ) user interation
with the simulation, like:
• Setting simulation parameters: gravity, ERP (see ), CFM, maximum an-
gular speed, maximum orreting veloity, ontat surfae layer, damping
values and thresholds.
• Setting step sizes, number of ODE 's steps between messages and yle rate.
• Creating/destroying objets, like spheres, ylinder, boxes, omposites or
triangular meshes.
• Creating joints and motors.
• Adding/removing fores, torques on objets or joints.
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Figure 4.2: First level of all graph for VirtualWorld::Portal::init. All server all-
baks are visible as Portal funtions, but are private and an be used only beause
of ROS.
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• Setting desired goal speeds on a list of motors.
• Setting objets position and speed values.
Most of these servers' allbak funtion are not very interesting, sine they may
just set a value or wrap another Core funtion that will be analyzed later. But
those desribed in the following setions deserve a speial attention, beause it is
where Portal shows that it is not a mere aess gate to the Core, but rather a
manager and an interpreter.
4.2.1 Creating and destroying elements
Objets
Creating a new objet involves a series of heks: name ollision, quaternion on-
sisteny, non zero mass. If one of these heks fails, the objet is not built and a
message is printed on the system out.
An additional hek on the number of parameters determines whether the objet
geometry is a simple primitive (sphere, ylinder or box as in gure 4.3a) or if it
is a triangle mesh (gure 4.3b), and the respetive Core funtion is alled. One
the objet is reated, it has to appear in the viewer's sene.
Odin identies its objets through user dened strings. These IDs must math
those in the viewer's sene, so when an objet is reated (or destroyed), Portal
takes are of alling the Viewer 's objet reation (or destrution) servie using
the same ID that appears in the simulation. This separation between the GUI
and the Viewer makes the ommuniation between the virtual world and the
visualizer more onsistent and reliable.
The proess of objet destrution mirrors the one of reation: the objet is
rst removed from the Core, then a all is made to the Viewer to prompt its
removal from the rendering sene.
Composites
A omposite is an objet whose geometry is neither a simple primitive, nor a
triangle mesh. Its geometry an otherwise be dened as a sum of primitives (gure
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(a) A primitive (b) A triangle mesh () A omposite
Figure 4.3: Simple objets
4.3). A table, for example, an be modeled as a large, thin box with four ylinders
as the legs. This way of representing the objet gives several advantages over the
triangle mesh representation:
• Collision detetion and dynamis works faster on primitives than on triangle
meshes.
• Inertia matries are alulated internally for primitives by default, but must
be user dened in the ase of triangle meshes.
• Rendering is faster and the sene in general, lighter.
But there is a little ompliation. While the ODE library wants omposites to be
dened as a single objet with multiple geometries, the visualizer often prefers
to treat geometries as single entities, sine it will not perform ollision detetion
nor it has to think about inertia matries and other dynamis omputations.
Therefore, while spei Core omposite reation funtions are alled, Portal alls
standard objet reation servies on the Viewer for eah primitive.
Entities
When two elements of a robot arm are linked by a joint, any ollision happening
among them is automatially ignored. But there are some ases in whih one
would like to ignore all ollision happening among a group of objets. This is
when Build Entity Servie beomes useful: it allows to reate a group of objets,
and dene whether they ollide or not among themselves (gure 4.4).
The request message ontains a vetor of simple objets, a vetor of omposites
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Figure 4.4: An entity.
and an internal ollision ag. The allbak funtion proesses this vetor by pass-
ing its elements to the ompetent allbak funtions, but in the meantime stores
their IDs in a list. One every objet is built, passes this list to Core for it to deal
with the ollision ags.
4.2.2 Joints, motors, fores and torques
Adding fores and reating joints is a more interesting subjet from the point of
view of the Core, and will be dealt further on. But there is an aspet that is dealt
within the Portal, and that is identiation.
In fat, everything in Odin is addressed to through a string ID, from objets to
fores. In all these ases the user an dene its own name for the element he is
reating, but when he does not, Portal baptizes it for him.
If it is a joint, the name reated is based upon the joint type and the IDs of the
objets involved (e.g. if it is a ball joint between body1 and body2 the ID will
be 0:body1& body2).
A similar thing happens when a motor is reated, with the only dierene that
the new name will start with motor:.
But joints and motors are unique, that is there an only be one among two objets
(more than one joint is either redundant, zeros the degrees of freedom or it is just
a bad joint type hoie). Fores and torques on the other hand an sum up and
be applied to the same joint or objet. Thus, when adding a fore or a torque,
the algorithm has an additional twist: every fore added has a number at the end
of the ID. When a new fore is added in the same plae, the funtion looks for an
unused number among the fores present, and uses it to baptize the new fore.
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4.3 Publishers
Publishers are those members that, one in a yle, manage to ollet some in-
formation about the ongoing simulation and publish it on their respetive topis.
Those topis an be subsribed by any node, but are partiularly a feed to the
Viewer node, that has to update the rendering sene.
4.3.1 Objets position and orientation
The main topi VirtualWorld publishes to is the so alled Spae Distribution. It
ontains all up-to-date geometries' position and orientation. This information is
gathered before eah publiation from the Core, whih in turns extrats it from
the simulation.
The information is about geometries, not objets, whih do not oinide in the
ase of omposite objets. As it has been previously said, ODE and viewer models
are dierent in the ase of omposites. Therefore, when publishing the position
of a omposite, the VirtualWorld node annot give the position and orientation
of the whole body, but has to tear it apart and give separate data about every
single part.
The solution adopted to solve this divergene onsists in letting the user dene
names for the omposite parts, and not the whole body name. Portal builds the
whole objet name using the part names separated by the symbol >, and uses
this name as the objet's identier in the simulation: e.g. >part1>part2. When
preparing the message, however, Portal disassembles the objet's name, and sends
transformation messages for eah geometry oupled with that part's name. This
way, the viewer will never know whether two elements are part of the same objet
or not, but it will render them orretly anyway.
4.3.2 Colliding objets
Among the parameters, there is a ag that determines whether ollisions inuene
the dynamis or not. In one ase objets ollide, boune and slide; in the other
ase, they penetrate into eah other onstrained only by the joints that tie them
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together. This kind of simulation is said to be ontat-less, beause no ontat
onstraints are reated during the simulation.
In ase of a ontat-less simulation, ollision handling onsists in deteting whih
objets are olliding and reporting them on a list. This task is made by the
Core and will be analyzed in the following hapter. The Portal, on the other
hand, publishes a message ontaining this list of objets to the Collided topi.
This topi will be subsribed by the Viewer, that will handle this information
properly.
4.4 Running loop
In the running loop, the program does basially three things:
1. May or may not advane the simulation.
2. Publishes the state of the world.
3. Proesses and replies all Servie alls.
4.4.1 Simulation advaning from Portal
Usually, one would like to have many simulation steps in a Portal running yle.
That is beause the ODE library beomes more exat and reliable the smaller
the simulation step. Hene the standard proedure is to split the yle step time
in smaller ODE steps. For this reason, advaning the simulation means stepping
forward the Core's simulation a number of times (see 4.5). For default step values
see table 4.1.
Simulation automati advaning is determined by a ag named simulate. This
ag is hanged through the Start Servie, whih allows to start and stop the
simulation at any time.
Automati stepping
When the simulate ag is set to true, every Portal yle steps the simulation a
ertain number of times. In this mode the user an intervene in the simulation at
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any time, but will be ating on the simulation as it is running. That means that
if there is gravity and a ball is reated, it will start falling immediately.
This mode is perfet to see a system evolve on its own, after initial onditions
have been set.
Stepping at will
The simulate ag might be set to false while setting the initial onditions of a
system, reating some new objet, moving things around or simply just stop the
simulation. But the simulation an advane even if the simulate ag is always
false. This is made through the Step One Servie. This servie allows the user
to advane the simulation at will. This is useful when the user wants to step the
simulation only a number of times and then stop, or when he wants to give a set
of servie alls for every time step. For example, when driving a motor by feeding
it the instantaneous veloity at eah time step, one would like the simulation to
stop between veloity ommands, in order to give the user time to reat or proess
information.
4.5 Step values
Step values are those variables that dene how the simulation is going to handle
time. There are four step values:
• The time to be simulated in one single step.
• The number of simulation steps to be taken within a Portal yle.
• The time to be simulated in one Portal yle, that is the time that passes
in the simulation between publiations.
• The publiation rate.
It is easily dedued that the rst value times the seond gives the third value
(gure 4.5). For this reason the allbak funtion hides an interesting algorithm
that allows the aller to dene any number of values (from one to four), and
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the funtion will alulate the remaining and return the nal values. In ase of
oniting values, preedene is given to simulation step and Portal step size, to
the detriment of the number of steps in a Portal yle.
Figure 4.5: Step values diagram. In red, the time simulated in a Core yle. In
green, the atual time simulated in a Portal yle. A Portal yle inludes the
publiation, thus the publiation rate is the yle rate.
As a matter of fat, the simulation time elapsed between Portal yles is not
a member variable, beause the other values determine it univoally. But it is
aepted by the Set Step Servie: it is just an user friendly variable.
The default step values have been hosen so that one seond in the virtual world
equals one seond in the real world, as it an be seen in table 4.1
Contat-less ollision false
Simulate false
Number of Core steps in a yle 40
Publishing rate 25fps
Simulation time elapsed between yles 0.04s
Simulation step (Core) 0.001
Table 4.1: Default values for VirtualWorld::Portal and step sizes for Virtual-
World::Core.
4.6 Closing
When losing the proess the funtion loses Core and shuts down the node.
When prompted for a new simulation, it just restarts Core and alls the same
servie on the Viewer.
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Chapter 5
The Virtual World Core
The very beating heart of this projet is the dynamis simulation engine inside
the VirtualWorld node: the VirtualWorld::Core lass.
While Portal deals stritly with ROS features, Core performs the spei ations
of the module: reates the virtual world, ats on it and simulates.
Core works symbiotially with four smaller lasses whih perform easy, spei
tasks, suh as body, geometry and joint reation, or fore and torque management.
They are BodyManager, JointManager, BodyFore and JointFore (gure 5.1).
Eah one will be analyzed in the following setions.
Figure 5.1: Detail of dependeny graph for VirtualWorld::Core.
The Core lass is initialized by Portal by alling VirtualWorld::Core::init (gure
5.2). This funtion involves the following tasks:
1. Initialize the ODE library.
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2. Create a new simulation environment.
3. Instantiate body and joint reation lasses.
4. Alloate the data that is required for aessing ODE from the urrent
thread.
Figure 5.2: Call graph for VirtualWorld::Core::init. The spae, the world and the
joint group are parts of the new simulation environment.
After all these tasks have been performed, the thread is ready to simulate.
The simulation is an integration proess through whih time is advaned by a
given step size, and every objet state is adjusted for the new time value. It
involves two separate proesses: rigid body dynamis simulation and ollision
detetion.
Rigid body dynamis deals with the objet's dynami properties. It omputes the
evolution of the system using the laws of motion onsidering joints, onstraints
and fores.
Collision detetion deals with the objet's shape and denes new onstraints that
are passed bak to the dynami simulator.
Anyway, no simulation makes sense unless there is atually something to sim-
ulate. The rst setion will over objet reation and modeling.
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5.1 Objet modeling
Open Dynamis Engine models an objet as a ombination of two onepts: body
and geometry.
5.1.1 The body
A body is a set of data, some are variable and some are onstant. Coneptually
eah body has a oordinate frame embedded in it, that moves and rotates with
the body, as shown in gure 5.3. The frame's origin orresponds to the body's
enter of mass, and body variables are always referred to this point of referene.
Figure 5.3: The body oordinate frame moves with the body[3℄.
The variables are:
• Position vetor (x, y, z).
• Linear veloity vetor (vx, vy, vz).
• Orientation quaternion (qw, qx, qy, qz), also represented by a 3 × 3 rotation
matrix.
• Angular veloity vetor (wx, wy, wz).
The remaining body properties are onstant over time:
• Mass value.
• Inertia, a 3× 3 matrix.
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5.1.2 The geometry
Figure 5.4: The geometry: shape.
A geometry is a set of data desribing shape,
position and orientation (Fig. 5.4). It is asso-
iated to a position and an orientation, but
has no dynami properties, suh as veloity or
mass.
In order to move during the simulation, a ge-
ometry must be attahed to a body. This way
both share position and orientation, and to-
gether desribe the objet.
5.1.3 Objets
Every objet in ODE has one body, but an have multiple geometries. Therefore,
in ODE (and in Odin), body and objet are basially equivalent onepts.
There are ve types of objets that an be reated:
• Sphere;
• Cylinder;
• Box;
• Composite;
• Triangle mesh.
The rst three are simple primitives, and are built using native ODE funtions
that automatially determine the inertia matrix from shape and total mass.
Composites
A omposite is an objet made of multiple primitive geometries (gure 5.5). ODE
allows this kind of objets but they have to be built in a ertain way to work well:
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Figure 5.5: A table built as a om-
posite made of box and ylinder
primitives.
1. First, reate the body and attah it
to the rst geometry, as if it was a
normal objet.
2. Then, for eah part:
(a) Create the geometry.
(b) Create the mass.
() Attah the geometry.
(d) Move and rotate the geometry to its orret position respet to the
body's enter of mass.
(e) Move and rotate the mass.
(f) Add the mass to the body's mass.
These tasks are performed automatially by the Core, with the help of the body
builder: BodyManager.
Triangle meshes
Figure 5.6: Triangle mesh: palm
of a roboti hand.
A triangle mesh (gure 5.6) is dened by two
vetors: a vertexes vetor that reports the po-
sition of the shape boundary points, and a in-
dexes vetor that tells how those vertexes are
ordered to reate triangles.
While for primitives and omposites the iner-
tia matrix is automatially determined by the
library, in the ase of triangle meshes it is not.
If the user does not dene an inertia matrix,
the identity matrix will be set by default.
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5.1.4 Objets in the simulation
The dynamis simulation engine uses body information altogether with the move-
ment limitation given by joints and other onstraints. In fat, rigid body dynamis
engine does not deal with shapes or geometries, but deals only with bodies.
The ollision detetion engine, on the other hand, deals uniquely with geometries.
At every time step it gures out whih bodies touh eah other and returns the
resulting ontat point information. A Core funtion then uses that information
to dene new onstraints by reating ontat joints between bodies.
The rigid body dynamis simulator works with a world, an element that on-
tains all the bodies and onstraints. On the other hand, the ollision detetion
engine works with a spae, that ontains all geometries. Both these elements
are reated on initialization.
5.1.5 The BodyManager lass
Objet reation in VirtualWorld is managed by the BodyManager lass. A Body-
Manager instane is present in Core as a private member, and reates the objets
in the world and spae given on onstrution.
This lass was reated in an attempt to simplify the Core lass, and to provide
tools to make objet and geometry reation simpler.
In fat, BodyManager handles the reation of bodies and geometries by requir-
ing only essential information and guring out the rest. For example the kind of
primitive does not have to be expliit, beause it is determined by the number of
shape parameters: if there is one parameter it is going to be a sphere's radius; if
there are two they will be a ylinder's radius and length; if there are three they
will be the sides of a box, and if there are more, it is going to be a triangle mesh.
BodyManager an also reate body-less geometries, that an be used to represent
objets that never move but ollide with the rest of the world.
5.2 Simulation parameters
There are a few parameters that an be set to improve the quality of a simulation.
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• Step size: most of dynamis alulation involve Taylor transformation's rst
members instead of the atual motion equations. Thus auray inreases
as the step size dereases.
• Linear and angular damping: avoid that objets drift indenitely. After eah
time step, linear and angular veloities are ompared to a threshold. If they
are bigger than that threshold, they are multiplied by 1− value. They an
be set in a [0, 1] interval for the value, and in a [0,+∞) for the threshold.
• Gravity: it is dened through a vetor, thus giving the possibility to deide
diretion, intensity and versus.
• Contat Surfae Layer: it is the depth an objet an sink into another before
ontat is made. Even a very small value an help prevent jittering problems
due to ontats being repeatedly made and broken.
• Error Redution Parameter: when for some reason a joint happens to be
out of alignment or a onstraint is not met, a speial fore is ativated to
bring the bodies bak into alignment. The Error Redution Parameter is a
value in the interval [0, 1] that determines the amount of error this fore
has to orret in a time step.
• Constraint Fore Mixing: allows to soften the onstraint by letting it to be
violated by an amount proportional to the value times the restoring fore
that is needed to enfore the onstraint.
The CFM and ERP an be used to simulate a spring-damping onstraint with
the following rule, where h represent the step size, kp the spring onstant and kd
the damping onstant[3℄:
ERP =
hkp
hkp + kd
(5.1)
CFM =
1
hkp + kd
(5.2)
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5.3 Joints and JointManager
A joint in ODE is represented as a onstraint that imposes a relationship between
two bodies. At eah time step, all the joints are allowed to apply onstraint fores
to the bodies they aet. These fores are alulated onsidering that the bodies
have to move in suh a way to preserve all the joint relationships.
There are several kinds of joints, eah one onstraining a dierent set of degrees
of freedom:
• Ball and soket: keeps the anhor point still in the frame of referene of
eah body (gure 5.7a).
• Hinge: is dened by an anhor and an axis. It is like a ball-soket but
onstraints an additional degree of rotation, allowing rotation only along
the axis (gure 5.7b).
• Piston: a slider that does not onstraint rotation along the axis (gure 5.7).
• Slider: allows bodies to translate along an axis, but any other degree of
freedom is denied (gure 5.7e).
• Universal: a ardan joint, like two perpendiular hinges with the same an-
hor (gure 5.7f).
• Double hinge: used to simulate vehile suspensions, is omposed of two
hinges onneted in series, but with orthogonal axes (gure 5.7d).
• Prismati and Rotative: a ombination of a slider and a hinge (gure 5.7g).
• Prismati and Universal: a ombination of a slider and a ardan joint (gure
5.7h).
A joint usually onnets two bodies, but it an also onnet a body and the stati
environment. This ase is useful, for instane, to model the moving base of a
robot.
There are two additional, speial joint types: the xed joint, that onstrains
all DOFs among two bodies, and the ontat joint, generated whenever a ollision
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(a) Ball and soket. (b) Hinge.
() Piston. (d) Double hinge.
(e) Slider. (f) Universal.
(g) Prismati-Rotative. (h) Prismati-Universal.
Figure 5.7: The joints are just onstraints and do not have a visual representation
in the Viewer, hene these are just graphial aids to help understand the nature
of eah joint [3℄.
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happens. The rst one is not very well implemented in ODE, and has to be used
with aution. The seond one will be exposed in the ollision setion.
5.3.1 Motors
Another thing JointManager an do is reate motors. In ODE, a motor is a type
of soft onstraint that allows the relative veloities between two bodies to be
ontrolled.
There are two kinds of motors: angular and linear. The user must set the veloity
axes and the maximum fore allowed to the motor. One the desired speed is
set, the motor will try to ahieve it in one time step, limited by the maximum
fore allowed. The veloity axis, by default is anhored to the rst body, but an
otherwise be anhored to the seond body or the stati environment.
All motors are initialized with innite fore and null speed.
5.3.2 Additional parameters
JointManager provides funtions to set some additional parameters on joints and
motors. For instane, stops an be set on a joint to limit its range of motion,
whih an be bouny, rigid, have ustomized CFM, ERP et.
5.4 Motion
5.4.1 Setting objet position and veloity
Position and veloity are body properties that are set when the body is reated.
They hange over time, as the simulation advanes, but they an also be hanged
through Core funtions.
5.4.2 Fores and torques on bodies
Besides the fores generated as a result of a onstraint or gravity, fores and
torques an be applied to the bodies, for them to take part in the simulation.
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The fore itself is not added when it is reated, but is added in every step, as will
be explained later.
A fore or a torque is reated by instantiating an ExternalFore objet, whih
is dened by a target body pointer, a magnitude and a diretion. The diretion
an be given either in the body's frame of referene or the world's one, while the
point of appliation an be either the enter of mass or another point, whih an
be given in both frames of referene.
5.4.3 Fores and torques on joints
JointFore is the ExternalFore's sibling lass that represents fores and torques
on joints. The JointFore objet's elds are a target joint pointer and a magni-
tude: it an either be a fore on a sliding joint, a torque on a hinge or ball-soket
joint. In the future, it will be possible to add fores and torques on other kinds
of joints, but for now this feature is limited to those three. Sine the target is a
joint and not a generi body, no diretion information is needed: it is dedued
from the joint data instead.
5.4.4 Using motors
A motor is a type of soft onstraint that applies all the fore available to reah
the goal speed, without surpassing it. Thus, another way of ating on the bodies
is to reate a motor and then ontrol its speed.
On reation, Core reates a motor through JointManager, and reates a Joint-
Fore objet that manages the motor's veloity.
5.5 Core's simulation step
Atually, Core does not have a running yle beause Portal has, and alls Core's
funtions to step the simulation. There are two stepping funtions, ontatStep
and ontatLessStep, that share a ommon struture:
1. Detet and handle ollisions.
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2. Add fores and torques to bodies.
3. Add fores and torques to joints and set goal speed on motors.
4. Take a step.
5. Reset unmovable bodies, to prevent unwanted errors.
All external fores and torques are deleted automatially at the end of eah step.
That is the reason why they are all added before eah step.
As the names suggest, the dierene between the step funtions resides in the
way ollisions are handled: one reates ontats, the other does not.
5.5.1 Collision detetion
The spae
Collision handling is one of the most important features of Odin. Its mehanism
resides in the spae, that is the objet that ontains all geometries. Among the
spae kinds available in the ODE library, the one hosen is the multi-resolution
hash table spae. It uses an internal data struture that reords how eah geom-
etry oupies ells of three-dimensional spae. This strategy speeds up ollision
ulling if the ell sizes are aurately hosen, and if objets are not lustered
together too losely. These onsideration have made it easy to hose the hash
spae over the normal spae (and the quad-tree-spae, beause it is still under
development [3℄).
Collision detetion
Collision ulling is the proess that shortlists the pairs of geometries that are
more likely to be olliding. This proess is followed by a bounding box ollision
hek, that reams o the best andidates for the nal ollision detetion (gure
5.8).
The last proess onsists in nding ollision points, if there are any. At this point,
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(a) Wire frame overlay view. (b) Bounding box view.
Figure 5.8: Example of two objets lose together but not olliding yet. Collision
ulling is made on bounding boxes, and their bounding boxes interset. In this
ase, objets pass both ollision ulling and bounding box test, but are disarded
when the nal hek is performed, that is when the ollision points are searhed.
the program an either just reord the names of olliding objets, or it an reate
ontats between them and handle ollisions in a realisti way.
5.5.2 Contat-less ollision handling
Figure 5.9: Call graph for VirtualWorld::Core::ontatLessCallbak.
This PQP -like ollision poliy onsists in pushing the olliding bodies' names
in a list, without building any ontats (gure 5.9). It means that objets will
simply slip through eah other during simulation, inter-penetrating eah other
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Figure 5.10: A ontat joint.[3℄
just like in a PQP simulation.
The list will then be aessed by another part of the program.
5.5.3 Contat ollision handling
This kind of simulation is more realisti, beause objets do not slip through eah
other but make ontat and interat with eah other.
This behavior is ahieved through the reation of speial joints that last only one
step: the ontat joints (gure 5.10). A ontat joint onstraints the bodies to
have an outgoing veloity along the ontat normal. Theoretially, the ontat
normal is the diretion along whih lies the shortest distane a body has to move,
in order to stop olliding. Atually the one used is an approximation alulated
by an ODE funtion. The ODE library, in fat, provides a funtion that besides
determining if and where a pair of geometries ollide, an reate a ontat joint.
Those joints have to be attahed to the olliding objets, and have to be destroyed
after eah step.
The maximum number of ontats allowed between a pair of geometries is a
simulation parameter that inuenes signiantly the quality of the simulation,
slowing it down at the same time as the number inreases. At the same time, a
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Figure 5.11: Robot geometries' bounding boxes will always ollide, so it is a smart
move to avoid ollision detetion among them.
ombination of ontat joints an simulate rotation, pivoting and other ontat
behaviors.
An example of ollision
Imagine a box falling orner-side on a table. When the parts touh, a ball joint
is reated in order to simulate the rst ontat. In a short amount of time, all
the box's edge will touh the surfae, and when it does, a hinge joint is reated.
Finally, the box will rotate along the hinge axis and will lay all a side on the
surfae, thus a plane joint is reated: the kind of joint reated depends on the
type of ollision. Therefore, the more the ontat joints, the more realisti the
simulation, on detriment of speed.
5.5.4 Optimizations and exlusions
Frequently there are situations in whih ollisions detetion among some spei
bodies has to be avoided, mostly beause it slows down the simulation signiantly
to have bodies permanently olliding. Therefore, a few solutions have been found
to make it possible to exlude some pairs of geometries from ollision detetion
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(an example in gure 5.11).
Sine most of the data fed to the simulator onsists of kinemati hains or trees,
the ollision has been optimized in order to ignore ollision between onseutive
objets of a kinemati hain: if two objets are already onneted with a joint,
no ontat is reated.
Another possibility is to set a group of bodies not to ollide with eah other.
This funtion is the one alled when en Entity Servie from Portal arrives with
an internal ollision ag set to false. In this ase, a speial geometry property is
used to avoid ollision detetion among a group of geometries.
5.5.5 ODE step
ODE 's funtion worldStep allows to determinate the dynami evolution of the
system over the next time step. This uses a big matrix method that takes time
on the order of m3 and memory on the order of m2, where m is the total number
of onstraint rows.
It bases its alulations on rst Taylor's transformation members for quadrati
equations, therefore it is more aurate when the time step is very small. That
leads to repeat its operation many times before reahing any noteworthy ad-
vane. Whenever the time passed in the simulation is onsidered enough, some
information an be extrated from the simulation, using the features exposed in
the following setion.
5.6 Information extration
When Portal wants to publish on some topi the results of the simulation, it
has to all a funtion in Core to retrieve it. The most important information
about the simulation is the urrent position and orientation of eah geometry. As
explained in hapter 4, the information published about the state of the world
involves geometries, and not bodies, sine that is what is shown in the Viewer.
In fat, the Core::getTransformation funtion iterates all the geometries, and for
eah one it gets its position and orientation.
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Another funtion implemented gets position and speed of every existing joint.
Although this information is published by Portal, no subsriber is released in
Odin.
The last information that an be retrieved from the simulation is, in ase of
ontat-less ollision detetion, a list of olliding geometries. The at of reading
this list automatially lears it, deleting every name on it. This makes sense
beause many yles an happen before this list is read, and the alling lass
would like to know about all objets that have ollided in the last steps, and not
just in the last one.
5.7 Chek funtions
As it was explained before, Core stores all objets, joints, motors and external
fores in dierent maps, to quikly nd them by their names. Speularly, it has a
omplete set of funtions to nd the names by their pointers, nd a joint by the
bodies it onnets, and hek name validity.
5.8 Close
Closing means deleting every body, geometry, joint, fores, spae and world, and
learing every list and register in the lass. This funtion does not stop the main
method, meaning that Portal an all lose and then init just to reset the simu-
lation.
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Chapter 6
The Viewer
Figure 6.1: The Viewer logo: the Triple Horn of Odin[21℄.
6.1 Previous versions
Throughout the developing of Odin, several attempts have been made to make a
working Viewer node. The main reason for that is that the viewer requirements
have hanged over time. At rst, the idea was to put the Kautham in a ROS shell
and use its Coin3D based viewer. Then, the idea hanged and it was thought to
separate the viewer from the Kautham and put them into separate ROS nodes.
But the idea has always been that of using a Coin3D based viewer, beause of
the Kautham experiene and previous work with that environment.
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6.1.1 Drawstu
Figure 6.2: Drawstu, ODE 's default viewer
To visualize the world, the easiest way would have been to use ODE 's inte-
grated visualizer, Drawstu (gure 6.2). This library is already tested, working
and of simple use. But there were a few reasons not to take advantage of it:
• Drawstu 's interfae is terminal based, no GUI is provided nor any kind
of user friendly features is developed.
• It has to be integrated in the ODE environment, whih means it isn't neither
modular nor exible.
Kautham Projet 's Coin3D based viewer already visualizes robot and kinemat-
is, and is developed in a Qt graphi framework, whih makes it very exible and
prone to future hanges. If one day someone wants to integrate the viewers it is
going to be a simpler task if Odin's viewer is already based on this one.
6.1.2 The QtRos attempt
Hene, it was deided to take advantage of Kautham viewer's soure ode and
develop it to work with ROS, in order to transform it in an independent stand-
alone entity: a module just like VirtualWorld.
A rst attempt to build a ROS integration was made using Qt_Ros (gure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Coneptual sheme of the QtRos attempt. Portal and Core are two
separated threads that work in parallel, ommuniating through a pointer given
by the main funtion that instantiates both lasses.
Qt_Ros is a pakage that provides tools, templates and other utilities that assist
people in developing with Qt in a ROS environment with minimum eort. It
generates a template omprising a subsribing node that works in a parallel thread
to a window thread, referring to eah other through respetive pointers exhanged
in the main lass.
The idea was to reate a Core lass by putting an instane of Coin3D viewer
in the window, and extend the subsribing node to make an eetive Portal for
the Viewer node. The Portal worked as a ommuniation entral, handling topi
subsription and the server alls from VirtualWorld. Eah allbak funtion then
alled Core funtions to update the sene.
The Core lass ontained the viewer and kept the sene stored. It also ated on
the sene tree every time the allbaks from Portal alled the modifying funtions.
But it turned out that Coin3D is not designed to be used with multi-threading.
And in this ase, Portal was a thread alling funtions in Core, a parallel thread.
The result was a very unstable program, that rashed randomly in segmentation
fault errors, sometimes after a few minutes, sometimes after a few seonds. Several
attempts were made to try to ensure thread-safe operation, from applying write
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and read loks on the sene tree to the use of signal-slot onnetions from the
Boost library, but none worked.
6.2 Final solution
Figure 6.4: The nal solution: one thread.
Giving up the idea of having two sep-
arated threads that worked in paral-
lel, the nal solution onsists in unit-
ing Core and Portal in one thread.
The node is atually set up in the
main and not in the Portal, whih in-
stead manages all ROS ommunia-
tions. The Core is a member of Por-
tal and handles the viewer, as shown
in gure 6.4.
6.2.1 The main
The main launhes the Qt window and sets up a ROS ommuniations entral
(gure 6.5):
• Sets up servers for objet reation and sene reset.
• Starts subsribers to the world situation topi and the ollided objets topi.
ROS spinning through allbaks is timed by the Core-Portal thread, to ensure
seamless onnetion to the sene tree modiation funtions. This was done sub-
stituting the ROS timer with a Qt timer, that emits a signal on time out on-
neted to the spinning funtion, through the Qt signal-slot mehanism. Hene
there is no ROS yle: spinning through the available allbaks is made in Qt 's
own yle instead.
The timer is alibrated in order to get the sene updated at 25fps (see ), a
ommon value for frame refreshing rate beause it is faster than the human eye.
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Figure 6.5: First levels of Call Graph for Viewer 's main, that sets up the node,
the servers and the subsribers.
6.3 Portal
Although Portal in this ase does not set up the node, it atually grants aess to
the Core, beause here reside the allbak funtions that, alled from the main,
at on the Core (gure 6.6). In fat, Core is a private member that gets initialized
on onstrution.
This lass builds also the window, that works as a ontainer for the Core viewer.
The allbak funtions of this main window allow to:
• Reset the sene;
• Add and remove objets to the sene: alling the build/remove funtion in
the Core;
• Update the sene, alling the Core updating funtion on every objet, by
passing it the latest position and orientation read from the topi;
• Add the names of olliding objets to a Core's dediated list.
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Figure 6.6: First levels of Collaboration Diagram for Viewer::Portal.
Whenever Portal ats on the sene tree, it makes sure it is loked from reading
to avoid memory aess errors, and unloks it when the ation is over.
As it was explained before, the Viewer node has a speial struture due to its
thread restritions. In fat, the ROS spinning funtion that alls all available
allbak funtions resides in this lass, and not in the main, where the node is
set up.
6.4 Core
The Core is the atual viewer (gure 6.8), based on Coin3D 's SoQtExamin-
erViewer (gure 6.7). Thus, the sene is stored in a tree struture, where all
elements are hildren of a sene node, hild of the root node.
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Figure 6.7: The Coin3D's SoQtExaminerViewer.
6.4.1 Objets
An objet is a Separator node with three hildren:
• The transformation node, that stores position and orientation;
• The olor node;
• The shape node, whih denes objet's geometry.
Every Separator node is stored in a map that stores keyvalue pairs onsisting in
the identiation string (key) and the separator node (value). This map allows
instant aess to the separator node when an ation on its nodes is needed.
Objet reation means making a new Separator node and storing it into the objet
map. Then the three hildren nodes are reated and lled with information. One
the objet is reated, the viewer zooms out to give a view of the whole sene.
Besides the name, the olor is stored in a dierent map. This is needed to restore
the original olor in ase the objet has appeared as olliding, and therefore
temporarily hanged its olor to dark gray.
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Figure 6.8: The Viewer. In this sene every objet is a triangle mesh.
6.4.2 Updating the sene
Whenever Portal alls Viewer::Core::updateSene, Core will update position and
orientation of the node, with data olleted by the main's subsriber. While ODE
has the real part of the quaternion as the rst term (w, x, y, z), Coin3D has it as
the last (x, y, z, w). Thus the topi argument has to be reordered to math the
new onvention.
When updating an objet, Core also heks if the objet appears as olliding. If
it is, hanges its olor to a default gray. Then it lears the olliding status, so
that in the next yle the objet will reover its original olor.
Obviously in the ase of ontat reating ollision handling poliy objets will
never appear as olliding, beause no ollision list is ever published.
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6.4.3 Resetting the sene
The separator node is hild of a sene node, whih in the meantime is the only
hild of the root node. This redundany (the sene node ould be removed beause
ontains no additional information) is needed to make a quik hange of sene
just by replaing the root's hild with a new sene node.
In fat, when a new sene is queried, Core lears all maps and lists, loses the
sene and then replaes the sene node with a new one.
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Chapter 7
The GUI Portal
Figure 7.1: Odin GUI logo[22℄.
Odin's front-end is the Graphial User Interfae, developed under a Qt frame-
work. Like the other modules, it is omposed of a main, a Portal, a Core and
minor lasses.
This node ontains only ROS lients, and the GUI an be seen as an automatized
way of alling servies.
While the main serves only to build the exeutable, the Portal ontains the graph-
ial interfae and sets up the ROS node and its lients. Whereas the Core, on
the other hand, is used mainly to proess input les and return the data to the
Portal.
As a Qt gui, struturally it is a widget divided in ve tabs:
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1. Simulation: to handle the fundamentals of a simulation and open problem
les;
2. Settings: to set step sizes and all other parameters;
3. Objets: to build, remove and position objets;
4. Motion: to manage fores and paths;
5. Joints: to build, remove and set joints.
7.1 First tab: Simulation
Figure 7.2: First page of Odin GUI. A problem le has been opened, and has
appeared in the tree view: a Kuka robot, a an and olumns.
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The Simulation tab (gure 7.2) does basially three things:
• Requests for a new sene.
• Opens a le.
• Visualizes all sene elements IDs.
• Starts and pauses the simulation.
Asking for a new sene involves resetting all lists and memories in the widget.
Cliking the Open le button pops up a widget in a new window. This widget
prompts the user to hoose a le within its lesystem, with the XML extension.
This le is then proessed by Core, whih returns the data and lets Portal build
the sene based on the information in the le.
This feature is made to read and proess Kautham style problem les, whih de-
sribe a sene with some robots and beomes, through Portal, a series of servie
alls to build entities, objets, joints and motors.
Whenever a new element is built, it is stored internally in a tree struture and
visualized at the top half of the page. This view lets the user know whih objets,
joints and motors have been sent, and to whih robot they belong.
The New sene button resets the sene in the VirtualWorld (whih will ommand
the same thing to the Viewer), eetively resetting all lists and tree data stru-
tures in the gui.
The Simulate button alls the Simulate Servie to start (gure 7.3b) or pause
(gure 7.3a) the simulation.
(a) Simulation paused. (b) Ongoing simulation.
Figure 7.3: The button hanges aspet and text on liking.
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Figure 7.4: Seond page of the GUI. Step sizes tab shows the default values.
7.2 Seond tab: Settings
The seond page (gure 7.4) allows setting ations on every parameter.
Atually only two servies are alled from this tab:
• World Set Servie.
• Step Set Servie.
The tab is organized as a tool box, with two buttons: one for step setting and
one for the other parameters. A Qt toolbox is a widget that displays a olumn of
tabs one above the other, with the urrent item displayed below the urrent tab
(opened items displayed in gure 7.5). One tab is dediated to the step servies,
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the others to the other parameters.
Whenever the denition of step sizes are not onsistent, they are hanged to
onsistent data in VirtualWorld, and the atual values are returned and displayed
in the step tab.
Figure 7.5: Details of Settings tool box: Gravity, Collision poliy and ERP tabs
open. In the parameters setion, almost every parameters needs a hek box, sine
zero is atually a valid value for eah one of them.
7.3 Third tab: Objets
The third tab is for objet managing (gure 7.7). It allows reation, removal and
position setting on eah objet in the simulation.
To reate an objet, the user has to insert a valid name (a name that is not used
already). Then a shape must be seleted from a drop-down menu, hoosing among
sphere, ylinder, box and a trimesh (gure 7.6).
In the last ase, a window will pop up to allow input from le. In the other
Figure 7.6: The shape seletion drop down menu.
ases, the Parameters widget below the Shapes menu will hange to show spin
boxes for the insertion of geometri parameters.
Those parameters are in fat hidden in a stak widget. When a shape is hosen,
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Figure 7.7: Third page of the GUI : objet management.
(a) Neutral parameters. (b) Sphere parameters.
() Cylinder parameters. (d) Box parameters.
Figure 7.8: Parameters are hidden in a stak widget. When a shape is hosen from
the drop down menu, the orret parameters page appears on top.
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the orret parameters page appears on top (gure 7.8). For eah parameter, from
the radius of a sphere to the four values of a quaternion, there are some preset
values, that save the user the boring task of setting some random values to every
parameter just to see something happen.
Eah and every parameter has validity limitations, that are hard oded so that,
for example, no one will ever have the hane of sending a message with a negative
value for the mass.
The lower half of the widget ontains a simple list of all objets in the sene. Eah
objet an be seleted for its deletion, or to hange its position and/or orientation.
7.4 Fourth tab: Motion
The Motion page is organized, as well as the Settings one, in a Tool Box widget
(gure 7.9). It is an interfae for the ating on:
• Objets, through setting veloities, fores and torques.
• Joints, through setting fores and torques.
• Motors, through setting veloity ontrols.
• Robots, through path les.
7.4.1 Moving an objet
The objet motion tab allows to add fores on the enter of mass as well as in an
oset point, and the position and fore vetors an be dened either relatively to
the global frame or relative to the body's own frame of referene.
Besides the fore, a torque an be set by just dening its intensity in a vetor.
Whenever one of these ations is performed, the fore ID returned from Virtual-
World is stored and visualized in the bottom list, allowing eah fore or torque
to be seleted and deleted.
Another way of moving an objet is by diretly setting a veloity, either linear
or angular. But these two ations only at for one step, sine fores and torques
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Figure 7.9: Fourth page of the GUI : motion.
and other onstraints in the simulation will hange the veloities in the following
steps.
7.4.2 Moving joints and motors
Moving a joint is a muh simpler task. The user hooses the joint from a drop-
down menu (gure 7.10) among those present in the virtual world, and sets the
ation intensity: VirtualWorld itself will dedue, from the kind of joint, if the
ation is either a fore or a torque, and will set to the respetive bodies.
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Just like in the previous tab, also this one ontains a list of existing joint fores
and torques, whih an be seleted and removed. For motors, it is even simpler.
Figure 7.10: Detail of joint motion tab.
There is no list, just a menu to hoose the motor (gure 7.11), a spin box to set
the desired veloity and a button to send the message.
Figure 7.11: Motor motion tab.
7.4.3 Moving robots
Robots motion is done via path les, whih are proessed in the Core. Four
buttons are available (gure 7.12):
• Setting the initial position. A le ontaining the angles of the joints is fed
to the GUI through a pop up window, the Core translates it in position
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Figure 7.12: Robot motion tab.
values for every objet omposing the robot and the Set Position Servies
are alled.
• Veloity path: data is retrieved from a le ontaining veloity values for
every motor. The robot starts to move from the initial position, and a
servie is alled at the same publishing rate set in the Settings tab, every
time setting the veloity values for eah motor. It is a speed ontrol motion.
• Position path: a le ontaining angles of joints for every time step is sent
to the VirtualWorld in Set Position Servies.
The veloity path involves a motor that applies the fore to the body to ahieve
the goal speed. This means that the simulation an be at a ne grain sale while
the le an still be at gross grain: one an just set the simulator to take many
little steps between publiations.
Otherwise, the position path involves setting the position of the robot at eah
time step, thus even if the simulator takes many steps between messages, in that
lapse of time the objets will stay still, moving abruptly when the next message
arrives. Thus, this kind of simulation is more artiial, while the veloity path
simulation an be seen as more natural. In fat the position path will atually
move the robot even if the simulation is paused, while the veloity path will not.
The dierene between simulation is appreiated in ollision detetion with on-
tats. When moving a body abruptly it will, from a step to another, ollide with
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another body in many points at the same time. Thus many ontat joints are
reated in a single step and an onit with eah other: sine a ontat is a on-
straint, oniting onstraints zero the degrees of freedom of the olliding objet,
whih stops moving at all.
This has been resolved by setting to three the maximum number of allowed on-
tats between objets, but is an indiator of how a veloity path simulation will
lead to more realisti ollisions than with position paths. Another tool to improve
ollision preision is a button that allows to rene a position path to smaller steps.
This tool interpolates between onseutive points to double the thinness of the
step size.
7.5 Fifth tab: Joints
The fth tab aids in the reation of joints(gure 7.14). It allows to hoose the
type of joint from a drop down menu (gure 7.13). Then there are two menus to
hoose the bodies among those present in the simulation.
There are spin boxes to dene the geometri properties of the joint. Depending
on the kind of joint, some rows will be enabled. For example, to build a hinge,
only two rows are needed: therefore the third one will be disabled until another
kind of joint is hosen.
Several parameters an be set for eah joint. They an either be dened on a new
joint, before reating it, or on an existing joint, by hoosing it from the list. It is
also possible to remove a joint, just like with objets.
Figure 7.13: Joint type an be hosen from a drop down (ombo box) menu.
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Figure 7.14: Joint reation page.
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Chapter 8
The GUI Core
8.1 Reading a le
The Core deals mainly with proessing problem, shape and path les. Problem
les ome in XML format, shape les are written in VRML and paths are simple
text les.
8.2 Proessing problem les
The XML problem les ideated in the Kautham Projet are a tree strutured
representation of a situation of interest in robotis. The Core uses the PugiXML
library to transform the le into a Doument Objet Model tree struture, whih
allows to navigate the tree and aess the node ontents (gure 8.1).
Here is an example:
1 <?xml version="1 .0 "?>
2 <Problem name="example ">
3 <Robot robot=" robots /KukaLWR. rob" s  a l e=" 1 .0 ">
4 <Limits name="X" min=" 0 .0 " max="1000 .0" />
5 <Limits name="Y" min=" 0 .0 " max="1000 .0" />
6 <Limits name="Z" min=" 0 .0 " max="1000 .0" />
7 <Limits name="WX" min=" 0 .0 " max=" 1 .0 " />
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Figure 8.1: The Doument Objet Model tree struture of a problem le. Ovals:
tree nodes, Boxes: values. In bold, address values.
8 <Limits name="WY" min=" 0 .0 " max=" 1 .0 " />
9 <Limits name="WZ" min=" 0 .0 " max=" 1 .0 " />
10 <Home TH="0 .0 " WZ="1 .0 " WY="0 .0 " WX=" 0 .0 " Z=" 0 .0 " Y=" 400 .0 " X="
−300.0" />
11 </Robot>
12 <Sene sene=" sene s /olumns . i v " s  a l e=" 18 .0 " movable = " f a l s e ">
13 <Loation TH=" 0 .0 " WZ="0 .0 " WY=" 0 .0 " WX=" 1 .0 " Z=" 0 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " X=
" 250 .0 " />
14 </Sene>
15 </Problem>
Thus the rst step onsists in the reation of a problem node. Then an iterator
is reated, in order to sweep all robots and sene elements.
In ase of a robot element, the program nds the *.rob extended named le (gure
8.2), searhing it using data stored in the XML problem le. Those robot les
have the .rob extension and look like this:
1 <?xml version=" 1 .0 " enoding="UTF−8"?>
2 <Robot name="KukaLWR" DHType="Modif ied" robType="Chain">
3 <Jo in t s s i z e="8">
4 <Jo in t name="Base" i v F i l e="kukaLWR/base . wrl ">
5 <DHPars alpha=" 0 .0 " a=" 0 .0 " theta=" 0 .0 " d=" 0 .0 "></DHPars>
6 <Des r ip t i on r o t a t i o n a l=" f a l s e " movable=" f a l s e "></Des r ip t i on>
7 <Limits Hi="0" Low="0"></Limits>
8 <Weight weight=" 1 .0 "></Weight>
9 <Parent name=""></Parent>
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10 </ Jo in t>
11 <Jo in t name="Link1" i v F i l e="kukaLWR/ l i nk1 . wrl ">
12 <DHPars alpha=" 0 .0 " a=" 0 .0 " theta=" 0 .0 " d=" 310 .0 " ></DHPars>
13 <Des r ip t i on r o t a t i o n a l=" true " movable=" true " ></Des r ip t i on
>
14 <Limits Hi=" 170 .0 " Low="−170.0"></Limits>
15 <Weight weight=" 1 .0 "></Weight>
16 <Parent name="Base"></Parent>
17 </ Jo in t>
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 <Jo in t name="Link7" i v F i l e="kukaLWR/ l i nk7 . wrl ">
22 <DHPars alpha="−90.0" a=" 0 .0 " theta=" 0 .0 " d=" 78 .0 "></DHPars>
23 <Des r ip t i on r o t a t i o n a l=" true " movable=" true "></Des r ip t i on>
24 <Limits Hi=" 170 .0 " Low="−170.0"></Limits>
25 <Weight weight=" 1 .0 "></Weight>
26 <Parent name="Link6"></Parent>
27 </ Jo in t>
28 </ Jo in t s>
29 </Robot>
Figure 8.2: The Doument Objet Model tree struture of a robot le.
The base position was retrieved from the problem le, and the orientation is
onverted from axis-and-angle to quaternion. The positioning of eah subsequent
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element of a robot is dened with Denavit-Hartenberg oordinates, thus a on-
version made here too.
The program then iterates through robot parts and stores them in a objet vetor.
Sine physis analysis is a new feature, most problem les don't dene masses
and inertias, hene default values are dened. For eah objet a name is dened
(from le name), then the geometri data is proessed.
8.2.1 Proessing shapes
The shape is stored in an VRML le, whih is read and proessed. Any shape is
turned into a triangular mesh: the mesh is dened by two vetors: vertexes and
indexes. The vertexes dene the points of the triangles, the indexes dene whih
points dene a triangle.
After triangularization, if n triangles were dened, 3 × n vertexes and 3 × n
indexes are produed by Coin3D methods. This information is redundant, thus
those vetors are optimized to redue its number and avoid double vertexes.
Triangle mesh optimization
1 unsigned int ount = 0 ;
2 double t o l e r an  e = 0 .00001 ;
3
4 for (unsigned int i = 0 ; i < ve . s i z e ( ) ; i+=3)
5 {
6 unsigned int j = 0 ;
7 for ( ; j<obj−>ver t exe s . s i z e ( ) ; j+=3)
8 i f ( ( ( obj−>ver t exe s [ j ℄− t o l e r an  e )<=ve [ i ℄ ) &&((obj−>ver t exe s [ j ℄+
to l e r an  e )>=ve [ i ℄ )
9 &&((obj−>ver t exe s [ j +1℄− t o l e r an  e )<=ve [ i +1℄)&&((obj−>ver t exe s [
j +1℄+to l e r an  e )>=ve [ i +1℄)
10 &&((obj−>ver t exe s [ j +2℄− t o l e r an  e )<=ve [ i +2℄)&&((obj−>ver t exe s [
j +2℄+to l e r an  e )>=ve [ i +2℄) )
11 break ;
12 i f ( j<obj−>ver t exe s . s i z e ( ) )
13 obj−>indexes . push_bak ( j /3) ;
14 else
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15 {
16 obj−>ver t exe s . push_bak ( ve [ i ℄ ) ;
17 obj−>ver t exe s . push_bak ( ve [ i +1℄) ;
18 obj−>ver t exe s . push_bak ( ve [ i +2℄) ;
19 obj−>indexes . push_bak ( ount++);
20 }
21 }
In the ode, the input vertexes vetor is named ve, while the outputs are vertexes
and indexes.
This optimization is a ustom made proess, that reates a new pair of vetors.
Before inserting a new vertex, a hek is performed to assure it isn't already in
the vetor, taking into aount a ertain tolerane. If it is already in, it isn't
pushed in, but the index of the rst opy is pushed in the indexes vetor. If it
isn't already in, it is a new vertex. It is inserted and a new index is pushed into
the indexes vetor. Finally, objet olor is gotten if present.
The last task is analyzing the objet motion to dedue the kind of joint (onneted
to the parent) and motor parameters. The objet an be immovable, in whih ase
no joint is stored but a ag is ativated. Otherwise a joint onneted to the parent
is stored. Low and high stops are set on joints if existing.
In ase of a sene element, like a table or a olumn, the program gets the
objet's transformation through a eld in the problem le. The senes an either
be a single objet or another robot, in whih ase the problem le addresses to
another robot le. In the rst ase, the loation node is read and stored in a
position vetor, while the shape address is used to nd the VRML le. The shape
information is proessed with the Coin3D library to onvert it to a triangle mesh
representation.
All objets built are named from its le name and its parent nodes name. In
ase of olliding names (whih usually happens for sene objets) a number is
added at the end of the name.
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8.3 Inreasing path resolution
The other task performed is inreasing the step denition of a position path. This
is ahieved by making a linear interpolation between onsequent position vetors.
Linear interpolation might not be a orret reprodution of the eetive path
wanted by the user, and indeed this proess does not pretend to do that. This
ation serves only the purpose of feeding the VirtualWorld a ner grained path
to avoid strange behaviors in ollision handling.
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Chapter 9
Environmental Analysis
Being a software projet, neither the development nor its results have an inisive
eet on the environment.
In fat, the main resoure used in the last months has been the eletriity on-
sumed by a laptop. Almost every artile read and manual onsulted was either
on the Internet or in a laboratory omputer. Furthermore, les were passed with
USB devies or through the net, hene no CDs were burned during development.
The development of this projet has started in February and ontinued until the
end of September. During the rst four months, the average time spent eah day,
onsidering that the author was following two ourses but worked as well many
week ends on the projet, is of 6h. In the seond half of the period, the ourses
were over, and the user spent an average of 9h eah day of the week.
Furthermore, the only vehile used by the author to move to and from the uni-
versity, in the last eight months, was a biyle, thus there is no transportation
eet on the environment.
With these premises, the eets on the environment an be summarized as:
• Paper and ink to print a few manuals, artiles and versions of this doument.
• Emissions in the atmosphere aused by to the ontinuing use of a omputer.
The time span onsidered is divided between the rst four months Consid-
ering a power onsumption of 0.3kW , multiplied by the number of hours
1800h gives an eletri power onsumption of 540kWh.
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• The CDs and the paper needed to print and deliver this doument.
A further onsidaration an be made about this projet and simulation in
general. Indeed, simulating means reduing the risks of breaking objets, the
robot or other equipment, hurting people, and an furtherly lead to a signiant
improvement in motion eieny and safety. This means reduing, statisally, the
waste of preious resoures and the overall energy onsumption.
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Chapter 10
Costs Analysis
Sine Odin is a free software projet, it will be distributed under the GNU General
Publi Liense. Therefore, every software tool and library used in this projet is
free of harge under its liense agreement and onditions.
This hapter's goal is to make a ost analysis under the assumption that it
will be distributed with a ommerial liense.
10.1 Lines of ode
A rst estimation of osts involves the ost of work. Sine the author is not an
expert professional programmer, it is assumed that he is able to produe 150 lines
of ode per day. Assuming a total ost, involving taxes, of 150eper day, the ost
of a line of ode is 1e/line.
10.1.1 Line ount
The program CLOC is a tool to ount lines of ode that automatially exludes
omments and blank lines. Its output on the projet's analysis, exluding exam-
ples and doumentation, ounts nearly thirty thousand lines. Anyway, sine Qt
and ROS have their own ode generating ompiling tools, some of this ode was
auto generated. On the other hand, messages and servies are not reognized by
CLOC, thus are not ounted. A more honest analysis an be made onsidering
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only the les atually written by the author. The output of CLOC on Odin gives:
Language les blank omment ode
C++ 13 521 381 3350
C/C++ Header 10 377 2132 728
CMake 4 52 89 100
XML 4 21 2 65
SUM: 31 971 2604 4243
Table 10.1: Total osts.
with 1795 for the GUI module, 615 for the Viewer, 1819 for the VirtualWorld
and 14 for the Odin stak.
The Messages and Servies les ontain 30 and 125. All those line number do not
inlude omments or blank lines.
10.2 Commerial lienses
Of all ode libraries used in this projet, only two have a ommerial liense that
has to be bought in order to produe a saleable program: Coin3D and Qt.
The rst one osts 2342e. The seond has more than one, but for the use made
in this projet, the Qt-one platform-light edition might be enough: 1510e.
10.3 Total ost
Programming 4398, 00e
Lienses 3852, 00e
Sum 8250, 00e
Table 10.2: Total osts.
The nal ost will then be: 8250, 00e.
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Chapter 11
Results
Several simulations have been made in order to test the simulator. In this hapter,
three simulations will be shown and desribed. The rst two will fous on ontat
and ontat-less ollision handling, while the third will show the simulation of a
grasping problem.
11.1 Collisions without ontats
Figure 11.1: Starting position: a Kuka robot and a an.
To better see how ontat-less simulation works, a very simple example has
been hosen. A Kuka robot is at rest, horizontal to the ground (gure 11.1, while
a an falls and slightly touhes the end of the robot.
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The an starts to move downwards and approahes the tip of the robot (gure
11.2a). In gure 11.2a it an be observed that even if very lose, the objets are
not touhing and, indeed, are not highlighted. But when they do, as in gure
11.2, they suddenly hange their olor to a default gray.
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 11.2: A an falls and touhes the Kuka's end.
11.1.1 Observations
This simulation did not slow down when the objets ollided. This is due to the
fat that no onstraints are added to the simulation matrix when not reating
ontats. Also, the simulation was suessful beause the an and the robot part
highlighted orretly. In fat, no error ould be deteted even looking very losely
to the ontat area.
The simulation parameters are desribed in the following table.
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Collision poliy Highlight ontats
Number of steps in a yle 1
Publishing rate 10fps
Simulation step 0.001
Gravity (0, 0, 0)
Contat surfae layer 0.0
Table 11.1: Parameters used during the last simulation. Those not dened had
the default values.
11.2 Collisions with ontats
Figure 11.3: The sene is loaded from an XML le named
TX90_RHand_ICRA10_5PMD_TwoCanb_new.
Another interesting simulation is wathing a Staubli TX90 robot, equipped
with a Shunk SAH anthropomorphi hand, hit a pile of ans. Like the previous
simulation, it an show both ollision and gravity, but this time with ontats.
Through the user interfae, the sene is loaded (gure 11.3) using the Open le
button. Then the robot is set to its starting position by setting its motors velo-
ities by hand. At last, the ans are positioned by simply hanging its position.
The result is gure gure 11.4a.
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By setting the base's motor veloity to 0.1rad/s, the robot starts to rotate (gure
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 11.4: Throwing a pile of ans setting motor veloities.
11.4b), and eventually hits the bottom an (gure 11.4). The ans keep moving
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while the robot eventually stops (gure 11.4f). In gures 11.4h and gure 11.4i,
the ans drop to the ground, aelerated by gravity. In gure gure 11.4j, the
bottom an already reahed the ground and bouned, thus moving upwards.
11.3 Grasping
Perhaps the most signiant simulation is the grasping problem. In this simula-
tion, a Staubli TX90 equipped with a Shunk SAH hand has to grasp, move and
drop a an that lays on a table.
Through the user interfae, the problem is loaded (gure 11.3).
A starting position is set through the appropriate gui button (gure 11.5a).
(a) Starting position. (b) Movement starts. () Movement ontinues.
Figure 11.5: The robot grasping a an.
(d) Movement ontinues. (e) Top view of grasp. (f) Side view of grasp.
Figure 11.6: Dierent views of the grasp.
A position path is opened and its denition is inreased through the Double path
preision button.
Then the movement starts as in gure 11.5b, and ontinues until gure 11.5d.
One the path has been ompleted, the robot is moved through setting motor
veloities in the GUI (gures 11.7a to 11.7).
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(a) (b) ()
Figure 11.7: Moving the robot setting motor veloities.
Finally, the an is dropped by slowly opening the hand. Again, this movement
is made by setting motor veloities through the GUI.
(a) (b) ()
Figure 11.8: Dropping the an setting motor veloities.
11.3.1 Observations
Both simulations have distintively slowed down when ontats were made, espe-
ially the rst one. This is due to the fat that eah ontat represents a number
of onstraints. Eah onstraint inreases the simulation matrix, and thus, the time
needed to solve a step.
The parameters used to simulate are desribed in the following table.
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Collision poliy With ontats
Number of steps in a yle 40
Publishing rate 25fps
Simulation step 0.001
Gravity (0, 0,−9810)
Linear damping 0.5
Linear damping threshold 0
Angular damping 0.2
Angular damping threshold 0
Contat surfae layer 0.001
Table 11.2: Parameters used during the last two simulations. Those not dened
had the default values.
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Conlusions
The projet has suessfully reahed the goals and the program has implemented
all the features required:
• It is seamlessly submerged in a ROS network, thus it an interat with
other modules using ROS ommuniations.
• The program is modular, omposed of three oneptually dierent parts:
user interfae, alulator and viewer. If someone wants to replae the gui or
the viewer, he just needs to take a look at the Messages and the Servies,
and implement the ommuniation features in the new module.
• It an produe information about any objet position, ollision situation
and even about its joint. Furthermore, it an publish this information at
any rate, whih is set through a ROS servie.
• The VirtualWorld module makes full use of the ODE physis library, allow-
ing a wide spetrum of simulating tools and features, inluding rigid body
dynamis and ollision detetion.
• The ollision detetion engine an be used in two dierent ways: integrated
with the rigid body simulator or used in parallel with it. In the rst ase,
leads to a realisti simulation, whereas in the seond, leads to a PQP -like
simulation.
• The simulation an go at any ombination of simulation speed, publishing
rate and step size, giving the user a wide spetrum of possibilities between
slow and fast, preise and gross.
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• The viewer, on the other hand, keeps updating the sene at 25fps, no matter
what.
• Through the gui, Kautham senes and problems an be easily loaded with
a single lik. Robots an be moved through their motors or through paths
stored in les, while objets and joints an be built and ated upon using
fores and torques of many kinds.
Unlukily, the inter-penetration of two objets annot be measured using the
ODE library, thus the PQP library annot be replaed in all its features. But
this was not a requirement, but rather an additional feature. Hene, for this kind
of query, PQP is still a valid hoie.
Finally, Odin is now a omplete and full featured tool for physis simulation
in robotis. It is ready to be integrated to the Kautham Projet, that will then
be able to extend its working sope by taking into aount, from now on, the
physial interations of a robot with the environment.
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Future Work
The most imminent part of future work is integrating Odin and Kautham in a big
modular projet. This step will be able to start one the IOC team has ompleted
the proess modularizing and putting ROS layers to the Kautham Projet.
This integration will allow to develop path algorithms based on ollision detetion
and 3D physis.
As it has been said, Odin's viewer is based on Coin3D beause of the Kautham
experiene. But ROS has its own very powerful and full featured viewer, that is
designed speially for robotis: RViz. Upgrading Odin to this viewer would be
an interesting improvement, and ould introdue a new set of features, inluding,
for example, feedbak from the user. In fat, the RViz has some features alled
interative markers involving the ations of the mouse on the rendering window,
whih ould be used to ideate many features. This way, Odin ould beome a
module that allows the user to play and experiment with a physis library.
Other improvements ould be made working on a more extensive GUI, allowing
ustomization of ontats, reation of omposites, and other features that are
atually available only through the ROS interfae.
The viewer ould be improved by adding a tab that shows the output of joint
data (position and speed), maybe graphially.
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Appendix A
User Manual
A.1 Installation
To suessfully install Odin, make sure you have ROS installed and working.
Go to your ROS workspae. Open a terminal and reate a Stak named Odin:
$ ro s r ea t e−s tak Odin
The stak ould be opied from le, but this way we an make sure that the stak
appears in your ROS_PACKAGE_PATH.
Open the manifest.xml le with a text editor, and modify it to inlude the de-
pendenies: physis_ode, qt_ros, ros_omm. Just add these three lines at the
bottom:
1 <depend stak="physis_ode" /> <!−− opende −−>
2 <depend stak="qt_ros " /> <!−− q t_bu i l d −−>
3 <depend stak="ros_omm" /> <!−− std_srvs , std_msgs , rospp −−>
Now it should look like this:
1 <stak>
2 <de s  r i p t i o n b r i e f="Odin">Odin</ d e s  r i p t i o n>
3 <author>Maintained by a l f r e</author>
4 <l i  e n s e>BSD</ l i  e n s e>
5 <review s t a tu s="unreviewed " notes=""/>
6 <ur l>h t tp : // ro s . org/wik i /Odin</ u r l>
7 <depend stak=" ros " />
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8 <depend stak="physis_ode" /> <!−− opende −−>
9 <depend stak="qt_ros " /> <!−− q t_bu i l d −−>
10 <depend stak="ros_omm" /> <!−− std_srvs , std_msgs , rospp −−>
11 </ stak>
Sine these pakages have not been built, you have to run rospak prole on
eah:
1 Odin/ Se rv i  e s $ rospak p r o f i l e
2 Odin/Messages $ rospak p r o f i l e
3 Odin/GUI$ rospak p r o f i l e
4 Odin/Viewer$ rospak p r o f i l e
5 Odin/VirtualWorld $ rospak p r o f i l e
Now rosd to Odin, or simply d to Odin, and run rosmake:
1 $ rosd Odin
2 $ rosmake
It should work too to simply run rosmake Odin from any diretory. This ommand
should ompile and link the whole library and make it ready to use. Resuming:
• Create the Odin stak and add the dependeies to the manifest.
• Copy the pakages inside it: Messages, Servies, GUI, Viewer and Virtu-
alWorld. Then rosd to them and run rospak prole to make them
visible.
• Rosmake Odin.
To make sure that everything has ompiled, you an d to the build diretories
of eah pakage and run:
1 $ make . .
2 $ make
A.2 Starting
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Figure A.1: Odin at start up. A terminator window is open in the bakground,
running rosore, rosrun GUI gui, rosrun Viewer viewer and rosrun Virtual-
World virtualWorld. On top, the gui and the viewer windows.
Open four terminals (a Terminator window should help). On the rst one, launh
ROS:
$ r o s  o r e
On the remaining three, launh the gui, the viewer and the simulator:
$ rosrun GUI gui
The gui window should pop up.
$ rosrun Viewer viewer
The viewer window should pop up.
$ rosrun VirtualWorld
This starts the simulator A.1. Enjoy!
